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Introduction

The Committee on External Economic Relations, the Political Affairs Committee and the Committee on Institutional Affairs have been considering the way in which the European Parliament’s role in shaping Community foreign policy can be increased.

The following study is designed to provide a basis for these reflections. It is divided into three parts, the first examining the conditions governing and the limits of parliamentary influence on political and treaty-based foreign relations, the second dealing with the current legal situation following the entry into force of the SEA and the problems arising therefrom, and the third discussing several models for the further development of the current law.

I. Bases

A. The Concept of a European Foreign Policy

The European Community’s extensive legislative and policy-making powers are not confined to the Community’s internal affairs. The Community is empowered and in a position to maintain relations with non-member countries and international organizations as well. It is a subject of international law. Several Treaty objectives provide expressly for such external activities.¹

The forms of the Community’s activities in the field of foreign policy do not differ fundamentally from the instruments at the disposal of other subjects of inter-

* Legal Adviser, European Parliament.

¹ See Art. 3(c) and Preamble, paras. 6,7,8 EEC Treaty; Art. 2(4) Euratom Treaty.
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national law, from the conclusion of multilateral treaties governed by international law to the autonomous expression of political principles.

European foreign policy cannot, however, be reduced to the activities exclusively attributable to the Community institutions. From the substantive and procedural viewpoint it is closely interlinked with the foreign policy pursued by the Member States individually or collectively. The Single European Act is designed to enable planned coordination of these different sources for a single European foreign policy. In the area of legal acts, specific aspects of foreign policy were in the past coordinated by the use of the 'mixed agreement' in which the Community and its Member States were simultaneously contracting parties to those with non-member countries. In this context, 'European foreign policy' means treaty-based and autonomous legal acts and other measures emanating from the European Community and/or its Member States as a whole and intended to or capable of producing effects outside the Community.

B. Democratic Control as an Aspect of Constitutional Law

1. Control

Control of the acts of an organization covers a multitude of subjects, types of acts, and procedures. It can be internal to the organization or also include external controls. It may consist of scrutinizing the compatibility of acts of the organization or its individual institutions with overriding provisions, especially those of the organization’s constitution (judicial review). In addition, one institution may have powers of sanction vis-à-vis another institution which in practice results in rights to obtain

---

3 Example: The ‘Lomé Convention’ with developing countries. For a detailed analysis of problems related to this type of agreement see D. O’Keeffe & H. Schermers (eds.), Mixed Agreements (1983).
information and indirectly to control over the acts of that institution. Control may be restricted to reconstruction or review of acts. It may also include the grant of powers of rectification and the right to issue directives by means of which an institution exercises joint decision-making powers or the right to have the last say. The concept of control is used here in a wide sense to include both supervision and control.  

Control of the external acts of an organization can cover the following:
- the substance and implementation of treaties governed by international law entered into by the organization;
- the substance and implementation of autonomous measures adopted by the organization;
- the formulation and enforcement of foreign policy principles;
- membership of other international organizations and participation in conferences;
- the conduct of bilateral and multilateral relations.

2. Democracy

Democratic control mechanisms are those which implement the characteristic principles of democratic systems. These consist first and foremost of the right of supervision and control exercised by an elected parliament, supplemented by procedures ensuring separation and limitation of powers, the legality of acts of the institution, and transparency and efficiency. 


C. Foreign Policy and Democratic Principles of the European Community

1. General

One of the fundamental and now formal requirements for membership in the European Community is observance of the ‘principles of democracy,’ democracy being understood as ‘parliamentary democracy’. This means first of all the legislative power of a parliament elected by free, secret elections. Democracy is not, however, a formal concept which can be restricted to individual aspects of sovereignty; it includes the control and supervision of the exercise of power. A democratic constitution is distinguished by the fact that it has at its disposal mechanisms binding all exercise of power on behalf or with the support of the organization to the consent of those affected or at any rate to their control.

This includes the ‘institutionalization’ of the exercise of power and the restriction, as regards time and nature, of individually granted negotiating powers. These objectives are achieved chiefly by assigning different roles to the institutions (separation of powers), by instituting checks and balances between the institutions and external control due to the public, transparent nature of decision-making procedures. In the interests of self-preservation, a democratic system also requires institutional arrangements enabling it to base its practical action on previously defined principles, in other words, to act purposively and thus efficiently. This is, inter alia, a justification for the principle of majority rule.

The balance necessary in each case between the consent of those affected on the one hand, and control of the power and efficiency of the system, on the other, can be reached in various ways and by various means. However, the principle of democracy applies overall. This means that particular areas of action, for example, foreign policy, cannot be made exempt in principle from the democratic legitimacy and control, one reason being that the internal and external acts of an organization or state are interlinked and cannot therefore be separated.

Above all, however, the two essential material objectives of foreign policy, to safeguard the existence of the system on the internal level and to enunciate principles on the external level, require constant direct legitimacy, which can be derived only from the consent of the governed. Without any parliamentary control or super-


9 See Art. 3 Additional Protocol No. 1, European Convention on Human Rights.
vision, the system’s foreign policy is not sufficiently legitimate, thus endangering its stability.

Eighteenth and nineteenth-century European constitutional theory did not share this broad concept of democracy. The power to conduct foreign policy was regarded as belonging to the executive power to be exercised by the monarchy. Despite the model of the combined action of the Senate and President developed by Hamilton and Jay for the United States Constitution, European national constitutions were slow to involve parliaments in the shaping of foreign policy.

The case-law of the German Federal Constitutional Court, which is described as being favourable to the executive authority and according to which the Bundestag only has foreign policy powers where the constitution has expressly conferred the subject-matter and content of such powers on parliament, is characteristic of the reserve which can still be seen in this day and age. This view is no longer justified by reference to the rights reserved to the monarch but by the need for efficiency and consistency in foreign policy decision-making.

It is true that at first sight the fact that various institutions take part in the formulation and enunciation of foreign policy positions seems to constitute an obstacle to the clarity and feasibility, in other words, the efficiency, of foreign policy. However, complex systems such as the European Community can only formulate permanent objectives if the complexity of the situation is accounted for and incorporated in the decision-making process by means of a correspondingly specialized institutional system. In foreign policy matters, political consistency is often merely a fiction. The scope for change in foreign policy drawn up in legal instruments or formulated only at political level is one of the built-in factors in every political act. The more a political system allows of institutionalized formulation of varying options for the conduct of foreign policy, the more precisely can the importance of specific measures and attitudes be gauged, so that the range of variation itself be-


11 See L. Henkin, Foreign Affairs and the Constitution (1972); Bestor, "Advice" from the beginning, "consent" when the end is achieved', 83 AJIL (1989) 718; Richardson, 'Checks and Balances in Foreign Relations', 83 AJIL (1989) 736.


13 Federal Constitutional Court Collection, 1, at 372, 394; 68, at 1, 87.
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comes a factor in foreign policy which enhances its dependability and thus its au-
thority overall.

One of the building blocks of democratic systems is the scope for alternative ac-
tion and thought. As regards domestic policy, this is institutionally enshrined in the
constitutions of democratic European states (the possibility of amending draft legis-
lation, regular elections etc.). As far as foreign policy is concerned, this only applies
to a limited extent. In general this is justified by the special conditions surrounding
foreign policy, which would allegedly preclude, to a large extent, its being made
subject to parliamentary procedures. The example of the combined action of the
United States President and Senate shows, nevertheless, that it is perfectly possible
for institutional changes to be made in the procedures for shaping foreign policy to
enable parliament to participate. The efficiency of the conduct of foreign policy does
not seem to be appreciably lessened provided that mechanisms exist which clearly
determine the importance of the action of each institution for the organization as a
whole and, in particular, enable coordination of the action of the various institutions
in creating legally binding acts.

The specific capacity of action of institutions varies, however, on the basis of
objective operating conditions, for example, the number of members. If these differ-
ences are taken into account when conferring powers on the institutions, each insti-
tution can represent, even in foreign affairs, an intrinsic value in their respective
constitutional system. A parliament’s main contribution to the shaping of foreign
policy should therefore not be in matters requiring finesse, for example, the negotia-
tion of treaties. Nevertheless, it would be premature to deny a parliament on princi-
ple the power to negotiate treaties or to take other foreign policy measures. Even a
parliament could entrust such tasks to a small group of people by means of internal
specialization and make the outcome of negotiations subject to approval by the
whole body. The foreign policy activities of governments can be regarded as an in-
istitutionalized specialization of this kind. The particular contribution of parliaments
to the control and supervision of foreign policy lies, on the other hand, in the for-
mulation of principles, the approval or rejection of the outcome of negotiations, and
the monitoring of the activities of the executive.

In contrast to the policy making system within a state, democracy within the in-
stitutional structure and foreign policy making process of the EC suffers from a in-
ter-institutional conflicts as well as from the tradition of autonomous foreign policy
of the Member States. Nor does the European Community’s foreign policy require
control to be concentrated in one institution by virtue of the existence of similar
majorities in the various institutions. On the contrary, since Community foreign

14 See, e.g., Grewe, supra note 10, at 942.
15 For a comparison between foreign policy making in a state (USA) and the EC, see Stein,
Henkin, "Towards a European Foreign Policy? The European Foreign Affairs System from the
Perspective of the United States Constitution", in Cappelletti, Secombe, Weiler (eds.), In-
relations, unlike national foreign relations, are not based on stage-by-stage agreement on a set of principles operating internally and represented externally, the demands placed on the capacity of the Community’s institutional system to legitimize its foreign policy are appreciably greater.

As long as it is ensured that as many options as possible can be expressed during the policy formulation procedure and that that procedure enables a choice to be made between those options, the involvement of the various institutions, especially extensive cooperation on the part of the elected parliament, increases the legitimacy and thus in the long term the acceptance, both internally and externally, of foreign policy positions, which is a requirement of their feasibility.

2. Control of European Foreign Policy Outside the European Parliament

Accordingly, although it seems unjustified either on grounds of efficiency or of democratic theory to deny the European Parliament the power to control European foreign policy, such a power by itself is insufficient to fulfil the demands of a developed democratic system. Two features in particular required for democratic policy-shaping are a restriction on the powers of action of the various institutions and reciprocal checks and balances.\(^{16}\) With this in mind, the Community’s treaty-based foreign relations are subject to review by the Court of Justice of the European Communities in the context of opinions pursuant to the second sub-paragraph of Article 228(1) of the EEC Treaty\(^ {17}\) and on the basis of actions brought under Article 173 of the EEC Treaty.\(^ {18}\) The distribution of the powers of the Council and Commission in the context of the procedure for the conclusion of agreements pursuant to Articles 228(1) and 113 of the EEC Treaty and Article 101 of the EAEC Treaty is another means of ensuring a democratic exercise of foreign policy powers.

This internal control system is supplemented by external control exercised on the one hand by the bringing of actions before the Court of Justice of the European Communities by individual states in connection with the Community’s acts, and on the other by the national parliaments’ control over the conduct of their respective governments within the context of EPC and the Council of the European Communities. These indirect control mechanisms exercised by national parliaments over Community policy interlock with direct control where the Member States and the Community jointly enter into what are known as ‘joint agreements’ with non-member countries.

The effect of the indirect controls exercised by national parliaments over the Community’s foreign policy activities varies from one Member State to another ac-

\(^ {16}\) Loewenstein, \textit{supra} note 5, at 127; De Vergotini, \textit{supra} note 5, at 252; Böckenförde, \textit{supra} note 6.

\(^ {17}\) Examples: ECJ Opinions 1/76 \textit{(Laying-up Funds – 1977)} ECR 741; 1/78 \textit{(Natural Rubber Agreement – 1979)} ECR 2871.
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cording to the constitutional position of the individual parliaments with regard to foreign relations and their attitude towards the role of their respective governments in the Council of the European Communities. The combined effect of distance from actual decision-making centers and of parliamentary restraint in controlling foreign policy activities is to reduce the significance of this decentralized form of democratic control. At the same time the survival of the powers of national parliaments to exert indirect control over Community foreign policy is a source of potential conflict which, in the absence of appropriate coordination mechanisms, can act as a sheer impediment to the Community's foreign policy activities rather than as proper control.

Although the governments of the Member States are institutionally incorporated in the Community's decision-making procedure, the national parliaments have not been similarly included in that system since direct elections to the European Parliament. As a consequence, the national parliaments exercise their powers, including those in the field of foreign policy, without any coordination with the European Parliament. The resulting conflicts are different in nature from internal conflicts between the institutions of a single organization, as the similarity of their tasks promotes between the various systems fundamentally opposing or, at the very least, isolated procedures. Only formal mechanisms and institutionalized constraints to joint solution of conflicts could prompt the parliaments of different systems to cooperate. So far, however, there are no structures for this. For this reason the European Parliament and the national parliaments are simultaneously involved in exercising democratic control over European foreign policy, at least where measures are involved which do not fall clearly within the exclusive remit of either the national parliaments or the European Parliament, for example the two-fold parliamentary influence in the context of EPC. It would however be erroneous to regard this institutional overlapping solely in negative terms, as the risk of inconsistency and of reduced efficiency is offset by the increase in legitimacy which can be engendered by involving national parliaments in the shaping of European foreign policy. In addition, even the loose association between the two parliamentary levels acts as a check on extreme positions and as a spur to those which are too passive. Increased coordination, for example by establishing an institution at Community level in which the national parliaments are represented, might however increase the positive effects of cooperation between the institutions of various organizations.

3. The Importance of the European Parliament in the Control of European Foreign Policy

The inclusion of representatives of the peoples in the institutional system of the Community constitutes a tangible expression of the principle of democracy, which is one of the cornerstones of the Community. It makes the Community fundamentally different from traditional supranational organizations, in which only representatives of the governments of the Member States are involved in making policy decisions. The participation of direct representatives of the peoples in principle constitutes autonomous and democratic sanctioning of the Community's exercise of power.

In accordance with Article 137 of the EEC Treaty, the European Parliament consists of 'representatives of the peoples of the states brought together in the Community'. It has been directly elected since 1979. Although its powers are laid down in the Treaty, Parliament has long sought to amend the Treaties in order to extend these powers. Several amendments to the Treaties have met some of these demands, whilst other amendments are sought within the context of the plan for the creation of a European Union.

Parliament's position in the Community constitution does not therefore reflect a rigid concept of institutionalized supranational democracy. Variations in Parliament's position vis-à-vis the other Community institutions are the result of its impermanent and changeable nature, laid down in the Treaties and still applying: the institutions are the subjects and objects of continuous change to a much greater extent than under national constitutional law. Formal treaty amendments and practical application of the Treaty show that this process of change is intensifying. This applies in particular to its role in the shaping of Community foreign policy and its position as regards cooperation between the Member States over foreign policy matters.

Since the directly elected Parliament is the strongest source of legitimacy in the Community system, it is an obvious move to give it a central position in the formulation of European foreign policy. The European Parliament was, however, according to the original treaties, not conceived as an institution exercising a decisive role in the shaping of EC policies. This applied to foreign policy as well.

---
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The most recent Treaty amendments and additions introduced by the Single European Act show that the need for parliamentary sanctioning of European foreign policy is acknowledged and accepted more and more. Since then the European Parliament has enjoyed power in the field of foreign relations going far beyond its legislative powers.

Parliament's involvement in the conclusion of treaties can take five different forms, which reach from non-compulsory and non-binding consultation to co-decision. Major international treaties concluded by the Community require the assent of Parliament. The European Parliament thus achieves a role of independent importance in treaty relations governed by public international law, as its rights of participation must, at any rate to this extent, be regarded as a 'rule of [its] internal law of fundamental importance' within the meaning of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties as regards the validity of Community treaties.

In addition, Parliament can exercise its institutionalized powers of supervision over the Commission and Council to control Community foreign policy. Parliament is, moreover, increasingly enunciating its foreign policy principles independently of the other institutions and also representing those principles vis-à-vis non-member countries. This reveals a special feature of the Community's institutional system: the foreign policy activities of the Community institutions are not uniformly moulded by the political forces holding the majority at any given time. The composition of the various institutions bears no relation to the majorities in the European Parliament. As a result, different foreign policy principles are given priority in the Council and Commission so that differences arise between the institutions which are not accounted for by political substructures and are for this reason revealed to the outside world as well. Precisely this independence enables the European Parliament to develop and put forward its own independent foreign policy attitude which, despite its limited feasibility in formal terms, is becoming an important factor in the formulation of foreign policy by the other institutions.

Incidentally, the independence of the institutions is an important contribution to the transparency of the formulation of foreign policy objectives; it is thus an element which promotes democracy.


24 Article 46, paragraph 2, Vienna Convention on Treaties between States and International Organizations of 1986.
The activities of the European Parliament are not restricted to the scope of the Community treaties. On the contrary, the Community Member States have granted the European Parliament the right to have a say in and to supervise the cooperation in foreign policy matters agreed between themselves in treaties governed by public international law. Parliament’s power, in the context of the formation and conduct of policy (which is strongly influenced by the executive at national level) to define and enunciate principles at the international level is crucially important for intra-Community legitimacy of the foreign policy which produces external effects by virtue of that very legitimacy.

Since the focus of democratic control of foreign policy within the Community’s institutional system has shifted to the European Parliament, we shall now examine more closely the mechanisms at Parliament’s disposal.

II. The European Parliament’s Foreign Policy Instruments

A. Parliament’s Participation in the Conclusion of EC Agreements

1. Treaties of Accession and Association Agreements

Since the entry into force of the Single European Act on 1 July 1987, neither accession treaties (Art. 237 EEC Treaty) nor association agreements (Art. 238 EEC Treaty) may be concluded without the assent of the European Parliament. The corresponding provisions of the Euratom Treaty and the rules concerning accession laid down in Article 98 of the ECSC Treaty remained, however, unaltered and do not provide for parliamentary assent.

In the light of applications for membership and the recent renaissance of association agreements as an instrument for new relations with Eastern European states, Parliament has gained for the first time a formal power in an area which has become of highest importance for the future development of the European Community. In this respect parliamentary control over foreign policy spills over to a control of the future constitution of the EC.

Before the entry into force of the SEA, Article 238 of the EEC Treaty merely provided that the European Parliament was to be consulted before association agree-
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ments were concluded.\textsuperscript{27} The old version of Article 237 of the EEC Treaty made no provision at all for Parliament's participation in the accession procedure. Paragraph 2.3.7 of the Solemn Declaration on European Union of 20 June 1983 contained the undertaking of Member States to consult and inform Parliament in good time to treaties of accession.\textsuperscript{28} Accordingly, Parliament was consulted before the conclusion of the Treaties of Accession with Spain and Portugal.\textsuperscript{29}

Whilst Parliament's assent, required according to Article 238 of the EEC Treaty, applies directly to the conclusion of association agreements, in the context of the accession procedure laid down in Article 237 of the EEC Treaty, Parliament's assent is required only for the acceptance of the membership application and not for the conclusion of the treaty of accession. The difference is explained by the fact that accession agreements are concluded by the Member States and not by the Community itself. Therefore the Parliament of each Member State exercises the ultimate democratic control over accession of new members. The European Parliament's role with regard to the substance of accession treaties is, however, much more relevant. Since Article 237 of the EEC Treaty does not state that the decision on the accession application should precede negotiations on the conditions of accession, the European Parliament can await the conclusion of the accession negotiations before deciding whether to give its assent to the application for accession.\textsuperscript{30} Parliament can now exercise control over the substance of the negotiations since it may condition its assent on the results of those negotiations.\textsuperscript{31}

The Treaties require in both articles "an absolute majority of its component Members". Hence 260 votes in favour of an assent are necessary in order to enable the Council to conclude the agreement. This majority can only be reached if the two largest political groups in Parliament are in favour and a large number of Members can be reached. It should be noted, however, that the new formal requirement did not alter the previously existing requirement for unanimous assent of Council. Taken together, the conditions for accession and association to the EC will therefore be more difficult to meet since the increase in democratic control by way of Parliamentary assent has taken place.

\textsuperscript{28} Bulletin EC No. 6-1983, at 26.
\textsuperscript{31} Until present the formal decision of Council on the application for membership was not adopted before the conclusion of the negotiations on the Treaty of accession.
Further details of the assent procedure are laid down in Articles 32 and 33 of Parliament's Rules of Procedure. Both provide for two debates to be held on association and accession agreements. One debate in plenary can be held before the negotiations take place. In the case of association agreements the debate is intended to result in an opinion on the negotiating mandate which the Council confers to the Commission. The second debate shall take place when the negotiations are completed but before any agreement is signed. This debate is concluded by the decision on the assent. The Treaty is less precise about the moment of Parliamentary assent because it requires the assent only to be given before the conclusion. The 'conclusion' may be determined either by the signature or by the exchange or deposit of the ratification instrument.\textsuperscript{32} A Parliamentary decision on the draft agreement at an earlier phase of the procedure lies still within the terms of Articles 237 and 238 EEC Treaty.

No deadline is specified for Parliament's assent pursuant to Articles 237 and 238 of the EEC Treaty. Contrary to consultation within the legislative procedure, which has to be concluded within a reasonable period, the veto power in the assent procedure means Parliament is free to choose the moment when to decide whether to give its assent to an application for accession or an association agreement forwarded by the Council. Until Parliament has explicitly given its assent, the Council may not accept an application for accession, nor may it conclude an association agreement. For reasons of legal security Parliament may not effectively give its assent until the application or agreement concerned has been formally referred to it by the Council. On the other hand, the application or agreement is under referral to Parliament only until it has decided whether or not to give its assent. If Parliament has refused to give its assent once, it can give it at a later date only if the Council resubmits to it the accession application or association agreement.

Parliament exercised its power of decision under Article 238 of the EEC Treaty for the first time on 16 September 1987, when it gave its assent for the conclusion of a total of 10 protocols to the association agreements with 5 states.\textsuperscript{33} In December 1987, in protest at the arrest of a number of politicians in Turkey, Parliament postponed voting on whether to give its assent to two agreements between the Community and Turkey;\textsuperscript{34} it eventually gave its assent in January 1988.\textsuperscript{35} In March 1988, Parliament for the first time refused to give its assent for the conclusion of agreements pursuant to Article 238 of the EEC Treaty.\textsuperscript{36} These were three agreements with Israel, which were subsequently approved by Parliament in October 1988 after the Council had referred the agreements to it again.\textsuperscript{37} Parliament had

\textsuperscript{32} See Art. 11-17 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1986).
meanwhile received assurances from Israel on the use of the funds which were to be granted under the agreement.

Formally, Parliament does not have a say in the substance of either association agreements or accession treaties. Its influence is felt only indirectly as a result of the right of refusal. In fact, as shown by experience in the United States, the real importance of the right of assent is revealed in the period leading up to Parliament’s assent. As the Council, Commission and Member States are anxious to avoid frustrating the treaty negotiations, they are at pains to involve Parliament at an early stage by means of an information procedure whereby the Commission and Council notify the parliamentary committees responsible at regular intervals of the progress of the negotiations. This Luns-Westerterp procedure was originally introduced with no formal legal basis by means of an inter-institutional agreement as a substitute for giving Parliament more extensive rights of assent.\textsuperscript{38} Within the context of the assent procedure it assumed fresh practical importance in terms of influence over the substance of the treaty negotiations, since the parliamentary committees responsible obtain not only information on the course of the negotiations but themselves make proposals with regard to substance which may be based on guidelines adopted by the Parliament before the negotiations began, using Parliament’s power of holding debates on any topic which it considers important.

Parliament is only gradually discovering that the power attached to its right of assent can also be used to impose conditions only indirectly relating to the treaty itself. It laid down such conditions for the first time in the period preceding consultations on Austria’s application for membership. In a resolution of February 1989 it stated that assent could be given to this application for membership only if the existing Member States first increased Parliament’s rights.\textsuperscript{39} Such package deals may appear unusual but are not in breach of the treaty because they are always less of a stumbling block than a refusal, which is permissible.

2. Other Agreements

a) The Scope of Parliament’s Powers

According to article 228 of the EEC Treaty, Parliament must be consulted in all instances referred to in the Treaty before the conclusion of an international agreement. This means that Parliament must be consulted not only with regard to the conclusion of agreements which are expressly provided for, e.g., environmental agreements pursuant to Articles 130r and 130s of the EEC Treaty, but also whenever the Community power to conclude an international agreement derives from a Treaty provi-


sion which requires Parliament to be consulted, such as Article 43 in the field of agricultural policy, or when an agreement is based also on Art. 235 EEC Treaty, like the agreements with the Soviet Union and other Eastern European states (of 1989/90).

No consultation is, however, provided for trade agreements (Art. 113 EEC Treaty). Confirming previously established practice, the Solemn Declaration on European Union of 20 June 1983 extended the obligation to consult Parliament to the conclusion of all 'significant international agreements by the Community'.

No definition of this notion is given but it seems to intend to cover mainly agreements based on Article 113. The 'significance' may in fact derive from either the political background or from its economic substance. Therefore also agreements which are concluded on the basis of secondary legislation, for example, fisheries agreements, could require consultation. Since the extension of consultation results from an inter-institutional agreement, and since no procedure has been set to determine the nature of a given agreement, it appears to be up to the institutions to agree on whether the requirements for extended consultation are fulfilled. According to Parliament's internal rules (Art. 34), it should be Parliament which decides whether any agreement is to be considered as 'significant'. Until the beginning of 1990 no such decision has been adopted by Parliament.

Furthermore, Parliament's Rules of Procedure also envisage the possibility of discussing agreements which are not covered by the notion 'significant'. The power to discuss those agreements and to adopt resolutions in this respect results from its general power of deliberation.

b) Procedure
Where the Community treaties provide for the consultation of Parliament before an agreement is concluded, this is done by analogy with Parliament's participation in the Community legislative process, in accordance with two procedures, the 'cooperation procedure' or simple consultation. Supplementary procedural rules relating to Parliament's involvement in the preparations for concluding a treaty have been laid down in inter-institutional agreements. The EP's Rules of Procedure contain more detailed implementing provisions.

40 EC Bulletin No. 6-1983, at 26, see EP Rules, Articles 34, 35.
41 Fisheries agreements are often concluded on the basis of Regulation 170/83, OJ (1983) L 24/1 which provides for a simplified decision-making procedure (see Article 11). Parliament repeatedly criticized its exclusion from these agreements; see Resolution of 20 February 1987, OJ (1987) C 76/180, No. 29-32. It is indeed doubtful whether the authorization for legislation according to a simplified procedure applies in the same way to international agreement.
42 Rules of Procedure, An. 35.
43 See Solemn Declaration of 20 June 1983, supra note 28, No. 2.3.2 and Bieber, supra note 22, No. 9.
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The cooperation procedure laid down in Article 149(2) of the EEC Treaty is inadequate to meet the special conditions required for the conclusion of international agreements. The significant feature in this new procedure is the introduction of a formal examination of the amendments proposed by Parliament, which enables the latter's views to prevail whenever it has the support of the Commission and a qualified majority in the Council. These rules are, however, ineffectual in the case of international agreements because at the time the agreement is put before Parliament it is not as a rule open to further amendment. Thus, Parliament's role under the cooperation procedure does not allow it to exercise in the field of foreign relations an influence similar to the one it has over internal legislation.

On the other hand, another special feature of this procedure enables Parliament, by rejecting the common position of the Council (in other words the decision to ratify the agreement), to force the Council to vote unanimously on this decision instead of by the qualified majority provided for where it is approved by Parliament.\(^4^4\) This possibility might pave the way for further development of Parliament's right of simple consultation. Surprisingly enough, Parliament has not adopted any rules in its Rules of Procedure to take account of the special characteristics of the international agreements to be concluded in accordance with this procedure.

Simple consultation of Parliament before the conclusion of international agreements allows still less influence to be exerted over its substance than the cooperation procedure, because the Council consults Parliament only after these agreements have been signed. Parliament's opinion can therefore affect only the approval or rejection of that agreement. In contrast to association treaties, accession treaties and treaties concluded within the context of the cooperation procedure, an unfavourable opinion delivered by Parliament during the simple consultation procedure has no legal effect. It is therefore unlikely for this reason even to influence the conduct of the Council and the Commission. This explains why Parliament has long, but in vain, sought to extend direct democratic control by asking to be consulted earlier, so that its opinion can still in theory have an effect in shaping the substance of the treaty.\(^4^5\)

The fact that the European Parliament's opinion does not have any substantive legal effect does not however mean that the Council could conclude a treaty even if Parliament had not delivered an opinion. Consultation constitutes an essential procedural requirement within the meaning of Article 173 of the EEC Treaty, infringement of which might lead to annulment of the ratification decision by the Court of Justice of the European Communities. In the view of the Court of Justice


\(^{4^5}\) See Resolutions of 1963 and 1982, supra note 23.
of the European Communities, consultation is intended to enable Parliament to play an effective part in Community law-making.\textsuperscript{46}

The procedure used in the case of simple consultations on the basis of the institutional agreements does not correspond to the procedure described in the EP's Rules of Procedure. Thus at the beginning of the parliamentary procedure, it is as a rule notified \textit{in confidence} of the negotiating mandate given to the Commission by the Council. On the other hand, Rule 33(1) of the EP's Rules of Procedure provides for the possibility of formal consultation on that mandate. At this stage Parliament may hold a policy debate, although it rarely does so.\textsuperscript{47} During the negotiations the Commission keeps the appropriate committees informed. When the negotiations are completed but before any agreement is signed a Council representative notifies the appropriate committees in confidence and unofficially of the essential content of the agreement. The agreement is formally submitted to Parliament only after it has been signed (in contrast, Rule 33(4) of the EP's Rules of Procedure assumes that it will be consulted before the agreement is signed).

None of the various procedures for the conclusion of treaties provides for Members of Parliament to take part personally in treaty negotiations. Although it would be possible in principle to include Members of Parliament as observers in each negotiating delegation, it is doubtful whether this form of cooperation would be compatible with Parliament's working methods. On the other hand, Article 113(2) of the EEC Treaty might provide a starting-point for closer formal involvement of Members of the European Parliament in treaty negotiations. In drawing up trade agreements, the Commission must conduct these negotiations 'in consultation with a special committee appointed by the Council to assist the Commission in this task'. The Treaty is silent as to the composition of the committee, which is therefore left to the Council's discretion. It would therefore be permissible to fill the committee wholly or partially with Members of the European Parliament.\textsuperscript{48}

B. Parliament's Participation in the Implementation of EC Agreements

The Treaties contain no specific provisions regarding Parliament's participation in the implementation of agreements. Nevertheless a number of Community Association Agreements provide for the setting up of a joint body consisting of Members of

\textsuperscript{46} ECJ cases 138, 139/79 Roquette, Maisena v Council, ECR 1980, 3333, para. 33.
\textsuperscript{47} Recent example: Request by Parliament of 20 November 1989 to be consulted on the negotiation mandate for cooperation agreement with the Gulf-States, OJ (1989) C 323/2.
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the European Parliament and representatives of the Parliaments of the Associated States with supervisory and advisory tasks in connection with the implementation of the agreement.\textsuperscript{49} Of particular practical importance is the 'Joint Assembly of the Lomé Convention', with 132 members, which meets twice a year.\textsuperscript{50} Parliament would now also like to see the reinstatement of the EEC Turkey Joint Parliamentary Committee which ceased to meet following the military coup in 1980.\textsuperscript{51}

Besides the - exceptional - institutional framework for Parliamentary control over the implementation of certain agreements, Parliament has unilaterally established a complex network of 'interparliamentary delegations which operate separately from specific agreements but which may exercise influence on their operation since it is implementation which is normally discussed when those delegations visit a given state.\textsuperscript{52}

Apart from this direct participation, Parliament uses its powers in the budgetary procedure and its general advisory and supervisory powers to influence indirectly the implementation of international agreements.\textsuperscript{53} Most international agreements which contain precise financial obligations for the EC budget are considered as establishing compulsory expenditure.\textsuperscript{54} Parliament can, in this respect, choose not to use its power of ultimate decision which Article 203 para. 6 EEC Treaty provides for non-compulsory expenditure. Many agreements establish, however, only a framework for measures with financial implications for the EC budget. Those expenses are to be considered as non-compulsory and require therefore Parliament's assent to the corresponding budgetary appropriations. Furthermore, Parliament's power to grant discharge to the Commission for the implementation of the budget provides an opportunity for scrutiny of financial aspects of the implementation. Parliament may re-

\textsuperscript{49} Association agreements with Greece of 9 July 1961 (obsolete since accession); Turkey of 23 December 1963 (Parliamentary cooperation suspended); Malta of 5 December 1970; Cyprus of 18 December 1972; Lomé IV of 1990. See EP Report 'on the collaboration between the European Parliament and the Parliaments of associated states', Doc. 66/1963-64 (draftsman Mr Goes van Naters).


\textsuperscript{52} 25 delegations cover either individual states or groups of states. One delegation has the task to maintain contacts with the UN. For a list of the delegations see EP Decision of 26 July 1989, OJ (1989) C 233/36.

\textsuperscript{53} Examples:
- Hearings in Committees (e.g., on European Security), December 1987, see Report of the Political Committee, PE 119.433.

quest, according to Article 85 of the EC budget regulations that its observations made in the context of the discharge procedure are to be followed by the Commission.

C. Participation in Decisions on Autonomous Community Measures

Autonomous Community measures producing external effects concern in particular the combating of dumping and other prohibited trade and pricing practices. These measures are in most cases based on Article 113 of the EEC Treaty and do not therefore require consultation of the European Parliament for their adoption. In the past, important regulations have in fact been adopted without consultation of the European Parliament. However, the Council and the Commission have recently shown a tendency to involve Parliament by consulting it on such regulations. This occurred *inter alia* in the case of Regulation No. 2641/84 on the new commercial policy instrument, and Regulation No. 4057/86 on unfair pricing practices in maritime transport.

D. Non-Contractual Relations with Third Countries

Parliament also uses its advisory power and its right to determine its own procedural methods in order directly to influence the Community's relations with third countries, since it maintains direct contacts with the governments and Heads of State of these countries. One of its ways of doing this is by making its plenary sessions available as a forum to the Heads of State or other eminent representatives of third countries, where they may present their ideas on foreign policy. The Heads of State of Portugal (Eanes in 1978), Venezuela (Campins in 1980), Egypt (Sadat in 1981), Jordan (King Hussein in 1983), Argentina (Alfonsin in 1984), Israel (Herzog in 1985), have all addressed the European Parliament. In 1990, Alexander Dubcek, President of the Czech Parliament, delivered a speech to the European Parliament.

The European Parliament also maintains direct relations with parliaments of third countries through the conference of presidents of parliaments. In particular, they are maintained by the European Parliament's at present 26 permanent interparliamentary delegations, each of which is responsible for one country or group of

---
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countries. As a rule, these delegations meet at least once a year with members of the parliaments of the countries for which they are responsible and discuss with them mainly questions concerning relations between the Community and their countries.

E. Relations with International Organizations

1. Council of Europe

The Treaties originally presumed that there would be a close link between the European Parliament and the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. The rules laid down in this respect in a special protocol to the ECSC Treaty have however largely lost their significance or are no longer observed. Article 230 of the EEC Treaty, moreover, provides a general framework for institutionalized relations between the two organizations. Although the Council of Europe and the Community seem to have drawn closer recently, as witness the rekindling of the debate on accession to the European Convention on Human Rights, this has not yet had any effect on the EP's attitude.

2. Other Organizations

Parliament has long been interested in direct contacts with the United Nations and the GATT. This can be seen at the practical level from the appointment of a special delegation for relations with the United Nations. Direct formal contact with the GATT was possible for the first time when the Commission stated in 1988 that it was prepared to include five members of the European Parliament as observers in the Community delegation to the GATT Conference of Ministers from 5 to 7 December 1988 in Montreal. Since 1988 the European Parliament has also been an associate member of the Interparliamentary Union and is thus entitled to attend its meetings, though without the right to vote.

61 Article 1 of the Protocol on Relations with the Council of Europe annexed to the ECSC Treaty (identity of members of both Assemblies).
62 Article 2 of the Protocol (Joint meetings). For details see European Parliament (ed.), Forging Ahead, supra note 59, at 197.
64 Council in March 1987 adopted a guideline on the participation of EP Members as observers in delegations to international organizations, Do. 5162/87, Ass. 7 not published, see also supra note 48.
F. Participation in European Political Cooperation

Parliament's formal involvement in European Political Cooperation is the most intricate area of democratic control over European foreign policy, since Parliament cannot exercise any formal power over the foreign ministers of the Member States or the EPC Secretariat. The relations between EPC and European Parliament are set out in Article 30(4) of the SEA, which states that the Presidency is to keep Parliament regularly informed and ensure that the views of the European Parliament are taken into consideration in EPC.\(^{65}\)

In addition to this, Parliament's rights in the context of EPC are based on unilateral undertakings made by the Member States.\(^{66}\) The European Parliament has the right to put questions to the Foreign Ministers meeting in EPC corresponding to the right to question the Commission and the Council, the procedure for which is laid down in Rules 58-62 of the Rules of Procedure.\(^{67}\) The Foreign Ministers also undertook to hold colloquies with Parliament's Political Affairs Committee twice yearly and, through its presidency, to report annually on EPC to Parliament, in plenary sitting and to submit the annual report in writing. In addition to this the Solemn Declaration on European Union of 19 June 1983 states that the presidency, at the beginning of its six-month term of office, will address the European Parliament and present its programme and report to it at the end of its term on the progress achieved. This had in fact already been the practice since 1973. Finally, the European Council – which is also competent in the field of EPC – agreed in 1981 to inform Parliament after each of its meetings in the form of a declaration in plenary.\(^{68}\)

For several reasons these foreign policy activities of Parliament are of crucial importance as regards the democratic legitimacy of the international activities of the Community and its Member States. First of all, Parliament has never restricted its debates to the field delimited by the powers of external action laid down in the Community treaties. As long ago as 1961 the Heads of State and Government formally recognized, as requested by Parliament, its full power to debate foreign policy matters.\(^{69}\) To an ever increasing extent, especially since the first direct elections in 1979, Parliament has regarded itself as a forum for debating European aspects of international political issues. In so doing it is enunciating its own views and estab-


\(^{67}\) Parliamentary questions dealing with EPC matters are published in the EPC Bulletin, edited by the European Policy Unit at the European University Institute, Florence, and the Institut für Europäische Politik, Bonn.

\(^{68}\) See Final Communiqué of the Heads of State and Government Conference of 18 July 1961.
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lishing specific principles increasingly clearly, as is becoming particularly evident from its resolutions on the protection of human rights in the world.\textsuperscript{70}

In addition to its activities manifestly concerned with issues and principles, Parliament has extensive autonomy of action. Within the context of EPC, Parliament is totally free to fix its priorities for debate and choose its topics and approach. It may adopt certain positions publicly even before the corresponding proceedings within the structure of EPC have been concluded. In this respect the weight of Parliament's statements results from the combined effect of internal legitimacy and external publicity. Third states show great interest in Parliament's attitudes toward them.\textsuperscript{71} Parliament's position is thus becoming an independent political factor and, despite its formal distance from the decision-making process, has a greater influence on the formulation of objectives in EPC than most opinions on draft agreements in the Community context. On the other hand, Parliament's activities in the context of treaty-based foreign relations are clearly a response to the measures adopted. Parliament's role in EPC shows in particular the importance of transparency and the establishment of principles as a feature of democratic control of foreign policy.

G. Interim Conclusions

Foreign policy activities are not in principle excluded from democratic control. On the contrary, foreign policy which has been shaped and legitimated democratically carries more weight in the outside world and strengthens the democratic structures internally. Although democratic control covers a large number of institutions and procedures, parliamentary involvement constitutes a necessary and indispensable requirement.

In so far as democratic control of European foreign policy is understood to mean parliamentary involvement, two levels of action can be basically envisaged and could be combined: national parliaments and the European Parliament. However, the European Parliament alone is in a position and, moreover, has a democratic mandate by virtue of being directly elected, to formulate a viewpoint valid for the whole Community on a given issue. To be legitimate, the Community's foreign policy


activities require democratic control by the European Parliament. Thus the European Parliament is entitled to play a central part in determining, on the basis of externally applied principles, legitimating and elucidating the external activities of the Community and of the Member States acting in common.

Parliament's procedural autonomy (which includes autonomy to draw up its agenda) enables it to take measures independently of other institutions and to formulate independent positions on foreign policy matters. These positions are not yet formally binding on the governments of the Member States with regard to their cooperation in foreign policy matters, but the European Parliament's statements carry considerable weight as a political factor.

As far as the Community's treaty-based foreign relations are concerned, Parliament's scope for involvement, in addition to that on the informal level also applicable in this context, varies greatly according to the subject-matter.

Since the Single European Act there has been a recent tendency to grant Parliament decision-making rights in connection with the conclusion of a treaty. The preliminary effects of this are that, where possible, Parliament's views are taken into consideration in the treaty negotiations. However, in many areas of foreign relations based on treaties, Parliament is merely consulted and unable to influence the substance of those treaties.

In the context of its right to organize its own activities, Parliament has entered into direct relations with a large number of non-member countries. These relations have repercussions on the implementation of agreements and on the general quality of Community foreign relations. Other control instruments take the form of rights to supervise the Commission's activities in respect of the budget and other fields.

III. The Expansion of the European Parliament’s Role in Foreign Policy\(^\text{72}\)

Suggestions for reforms are determined by three factors:
- Modern trends towards transparency and an increased need for legitimacy in international relations,
- comparison with the role of Parliaments within state systems,
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- solutions to inherent contradictions in the present EC procedures.

A considerable margin of evolution for an increased democratic control over foreign policy results from the flexibility of the decision-making procedure as laid down by the European Community Constitution. Modifications can be achieved both through changes in the present practice and by way of treaty amendments.

1. Scope for Expansion Requiring a Reform of the Treaties

(a) Parliament's right to give its assent to international treaties ought to be extended beyond the field of association agreements to all important agreements. In other words, instead of the formal criterion of 'association', a substantive criterion should be used for the purposes of identifying all agreements of an overwhelmingly technical nature for which parliamentary assent is not necessary.

From the technical point of view this could be achieved by means of a general definition of the parliamentary cooperation procedure in Article 228 of the EEC Treaty and the adoption of the expression 'significant international agreements' used in the Solemn Declaration of the European Council of 20 June 1983 (with a mention of association agreements only by way of example).

(b) The mandate for the negotiating of 'significant' agreements and accession treaties should be forwarded to Parliament for its approval.

(c) If proposal (a) above is adopted, the special type of parliamentary participation in the case of treaties concluded under the cooperation procedure will not apply. If the option outlined in (a) above cannot be put into effect, a special procedure for parliamentary participation could be arrived at by adjusting the cooperation model laid down in Article 149(2) of the EEC Treaty (taking Article 130n of the EEC Treaty as a precedent).

(d) All other treaties to be concluded by the Community should be forwarded to Parliament for information so that it can deliver an opinion before the treaty is signed.

(e) The procedure for the conclusion of treaties laid down in the EEC Treaty and EAEC Treaty should be parallel.

(f) Article 228 of the EEC Treaty must be amended to give Parliament the right to request the Court of Justice to deliver an opinion on the compatibility of an intended agreement with the Community Treaties.

(g) Article 229 might be amended to make it clear that Members of the European Parliament can take part as observers in Commission delegations to international organizations.
2. Scope for Expansion Without a Reform of the Treaties

(a) Agreements on the notification of Parliament of the progress of treaty negotiations could be extended to all treaty negotiations and strengthened.

(b) Parliament could be consulted before the signature of agreements.

(c) Since the scope of Art. 238 is extremely wide this article could be used more often as legal basis for agreements thus rendering Parliament's power of co-decision more effective.

(d) The Council could include representatives of the European Parliament in the committee set up pursuant to Article 113 of the EEC Treaty.

(e) Even in the case of agreements concluded within the context of the adoption of implementing provisions, the Council could provide for Parliament to be involved, at least in the form of consultation.

(f) Parliament itself could introduce greater structural coherence in its deliberations on foreign policy issues.

(g) Parliament could also make greater use of its autonomy in the choice of foreign policy initiatives. In particular, it could extend its debates to security issues.

(h) An agreement could be reached with the presidency of EPC on continuous cooperation, especially by means of regular and active participation in plenary sittings.

(i) Parliament could itself make greater use of the means of supervision available to it vis-à-vis the other institutions in order to impose certain foreign policy options.

3. Conclusions

The Community's institutional structures and procedures have not yet come of age. This applies particularly to the field of foreign policy, which is not reinforced by clear internal guidelines.

The quality of democratic control has not kept pace with the expansion of the Community's identity. In particular, the governments and institutions concerned still have no rational notion of the role which the European Parliament should play in the control of foreign policy.
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Rationality does not, however, mean that Parliament's ideal role in shaping foreign relations can be reduced to a simple formula, if only because the concepts of 'supervision' and 'control' cover complex processes involving the interaction of a large number of different parties and necessarily requiring structural and procedural flexibility.

Plans for increasing the EP's role in foreign policy need to take account of the following variables:
- the large number of instruments operating in the field of foreign policy;
- the different methods of supervision;
- the various legal sources of the powers and procedures relating to foreign policy activities.

The prospects for procedural change are favourable because a governmental conference on the amendment of the Treaties as regards the EP's future role is scheduled for 1990/1991.